Abstract
A disciple asked the man, "who persuaded you, being a king's son, to abandon this fleeting world and to take up that which endures forever?" He answered: "I sat in the hall of my palace with courtiers around me. Looking out of the window I observed a beggar at the entrance of the palace, with a piece of dry bread in his hand… he ate it and went to sleep, satisfied. " The prince asked, "How is it that I am not satisfied with what I see and hear? What ought I to do in this world that I may obtain contentment as this beggar does?" When evening came, he put off his splendid garments and put on hair clothing. He left the royal palace and took to a wandering life like the beggar did.
This excerpt recounts an episode from the life of Ibrahim ibn Edhem (d. c. 776), a Muslim ascetic, Sufi, and, according to legend, a former prince of the city of Balkh, Afghanistan. The striking parallels with the tradition of Sakyamuni, the historical Buddha who forsook his privileged life as Prince Siddhartha Gautama to follow a new path, are illustrative of the ways that Buddhism and the Sufi orders of Islam resonate with one another in northern India and Central Asia. The contrasting reputations of the two traditions, with Buddhism often viewed as a peaceful journey towards enlightenment and Islam as a faith bent on military conquest, have, in some cases, restricted historical investigations of such resonances. This investigation is further complicated by the Hindu practices that also shaped the thoughts and traditions of the region, playing a strong role, and even acting in a bridging capacity, between the end of Buddhist institutions and the beginnings of Muslim ones. I have attempted here to assemble and discuss case studies that focus specifically on juxtapositions of the Buddhist monastery structure or sangha and the Islamic Sufi lodge or khanqah as a means of entering this dialogue through architecture. The monastic organisation is one of the main formal channels of transmitting Buddhist teachings. Buddhist monasticism maintained a presence in northern India until the 13 th Century, when chronicles and archaeological evidence suggest that it all but disappeared. The historical narrative is interpreted by some as a demonstration of Islamic interests in demolishing the monastic system and in forcing Buddhist practitioners to choose between flight or conversion. While Islamic practices entered India as early as the 7 th Century, it was the arrival of the Turkish Islamic Ghaznavid Dynasty (977-1186), followed by their more aggressive vassals the Ghurid Dynasty (c. 1148-1215) that solidified Islamic leadership in northern India.
2 The monastic complexes of northern Indian Buddhism, such as the great university and monastery of Nalanda, in India's northern Bihar state, were repositories of teachings in the form of texts, didactic sculptural programmes and learned scholar monks, themselves a resource that drew students from as far as China. At the time the Ghurid general Muhammad Bakhtiyar invaded Nalanda in the latter part of the 12 th 2 The Ghurids launched repeated campaigns in India, and attacked Gaznavid cities as well. Ghurid general Bahram Shah was given the title "Cihan Suz, " "World Incendiary, " c. 1150 for his destructive tendencies. Century, the Islamic world was very familiar with the concept of Buddhism and of Indic culture and learning on a wider scale. The burning of the Nalanda library during the conquest, recorded in the Tabakat-i Nasiri, can perhaps be regarded as an act of ignorance by soldiers seeking the spoils of conquest.
3 Yet, such accounts of desecrations of the Buddhist didactic infrastructure and the dramatic attempts of fleeing monks to rescue scrolls have made it difficult for scholars to look upon Islamic encounters with Buddhism in any light but that of conquest and pillage. 
The Chishtiya Order of Sufis
Sufism, often explained as a mystical form of Islam, gained popularity amongst the masses with its emphasis on a personal connection to the divine through contemplation and prayer. While some Sufis have followed an ascetic path and dervish practices of wandering and begging, 6 other orders are inclined towards urban settings, trades or scholarship.
7 Organised Sufi orders emerged from Central Asia in the 10 th and 11 th Centuries, centred around the teacher-student relationship that also characterizes Buddhist teaching pedagogy. The central architectural unit of Sufism is the khanqah or Sufi lodge, where practitioners gather, prepare food for themselves or the surrounding community, meet with their spiritual guide, a shaikh or hoja/kawaja, and ultimately form their community. The khanqah has often been established at the home of the shaikh, and came to be associated, as is the case in India, with the dargah or tomb of a saintly figure.
The Chishtiya order has had a great and long lasting impact in northern India. 8 The founder, Khwadja Abu Ishak Shami ("of Syria"), travelled to Central Asia in the latter part of the 9 th Century, drawn by the centres for Sufi teaching in the region. He settled in Chisht, an Afghan town between Herat and Ghazna, where he trained his successor before returning to Syria. 9 The tradition was carried into mystics might see points of correspondence between Sufi thought and the Vedanta system of Hindu philosophy. " (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1975), 357. 6 The Persian word dervish (also darvish) comes from the root word "dar" or door and means to wander / one who wanders from "door to door. " This is reminiscent of the Buddhist bhikku who wanders in search of alms. Bosworth et. al. (Brill Online: Brill, 2008) . This article notes that there is no reliable history for the Chishtiya prior to the establishment of the order in India.
India in the early 13 th Century by Khwadja Mu'in ad-Din, who settled in the city of Ajmer on the borders of the Ghurid Empire; his followers congregated around him, seeking his guidance. His darghah was surrounded by the khanqah of the Chishti order, which took the name of his town of Chisht, acknowledging their Afghan roots.
10
The Chishtiya eschewed donations or endowments that implied government connections, so khanqahs used futuh, unsolicited donations, to operate soup kitchens where they prepared meals for Sufis and the poor or ill as part of their teachings about social responsibility. An early 14 th -century traveller stated that, "in Delhi and its surroundings are khanqahs and hospices numbering two thousand. "
11 Even if understood as a hyperbolic estimation, this suggests a vast number of khanqah establishments integrating Islamic Sufism into Indian society in an accessible and beneficial form, in a role once filled in part by Buddhist institutions.
The Sufi khanqah and its associated community were regulated and purposeful, with a strict set of rules derived from the Qur' an.
12
The Buddhist monasteries of India were also governed by a similar set of canonical rules that developed from those recited at the First Buddhist Council. Known as the Vinaya, this framework was passed orally and developed into different sets of rules for various schools of Buddhism.
13 Both systems emphasise conduct, the use of time, and moral responsibilities. Shaikh Shihab al-Din Suhrawardi drew up these fundamental principles for khanqahs:
(1) The people of the khanqahs should establish cordial relations with all men (khalq). (2) They should concern themselves with God, through prayers, meditation, etc. (3) They should abandon all efforts at earning a livelihood and should resign themselves to the will of God. (4) They should strive for the purification of their inner life. (5) They should abstain from things that produce evil effects. (6) They should learn the value of time. (7) They should completely shake off indolence and lethargy. 15 This text reveals the nature of their khanqah. The central hall, known as a jama' at khana, was the focus of communal life in a manner that parallels the congregational centrality of the Buddhist monastic hall, the Upatthana-sala. 16 In both the Buddhist and Sufi settings, small rooms lined the outer walls of this hall and a central courtyard that accessed the hall was entered via a gatehouse with a gate room. Food preparation and distribution took place in an open kitchen near the khanqah's gatehouse. The shaikh lived in a wooden room atop the roof of the hall, and a great banyan tree shaded the courtyard and some of the rooms. This combination of meeting and learning spaces, the cells of lodgers, and even the centrality of a tree is in keeping with architectural findings and textual descriptions of Indian Buddhist monasteries.
17
One of the challenges of comparing the early Indian khanqas with Buddhist monastic architecture is the lack of surviving structures. Both the Buddhist and the Islamic lodges were built in ephemeral materials that were replaced over time and are difficult to identify in archaeological excavations. There is also a scarcity of recorded details about their appearance, materials and floor plans. It thus becomes, as 14 ' Awarif al-Ma'arif (Urdu translation) (Lucknow, 1926) shown above, a comparison of brief textual descriptions of architecture versus a direct structure-to-structure juxtaposition. Although it might be logical to expect that the incoming Muslims might adopt and adapt pre-existing Buddhist establishments, as nascent Islamic societies so often did with local architecture, this does not seem to be the case in northern India. For example, Sukumar Dutt's examination of lenas, Buddhist cave monasteries, makes no observations about post-Buddhist occupation.
18 Sufis travelled to congregate around a respected teacher, which centralised the branches of the various orders in areas that were not necessarily near suitable monasteries and their spolia.
19
The centrality and importance of the shaikh to Sufi communities led to the practice of locating khanqahs and dargahs of former shaikhs and other saintly exemplars in close proximity. The dervishes and their visitors could venerate the tombs, which were thought to bring blessings, baraka, upon followers. The founder of the Indian Chistiya's dargah was erected in his khanqah in Ajmer. His tomb, rebuilt many times, is typical of Islamic funerary architecture in its cuboid form. Like a Buddhist stupa, it is domed and contains relics of the deceased, with intercessory properties that are venerated through visits and pilgrimages. Continuing tradition, the tomb is circumambulated, and flowers and other ephemeral offerings are left by believers. The tombstone, in a practice that is remarkably like that of washing and dressing a Buddha image for veneration, is cleaned and clothed in a chadar, a cloth of costly fabric. 20 There are practices and habitual markers of belief that are no longer distinguishable as distinctly "Buddhist" or "Muslim" for their very pervasiveness, and Sufi teachings emphasize ideas that resonate with Buddhist concepts.
21

The Ghaznavids
The Ghaznavids ruled their Turkic dynasty from Ghazna, a city not far from Chisht in Afghanistan. Formed by the military on the borders of the Iranian world, the Ghaznavid Empire strove to legitimate itself by constructing a society rich in the arts, but was forced to pay its standing army in a combination of state funds and spoils. 22 This necessitated frequent Ghaznavid raids, and the eventual conquest of northern India, 23 resulting in a period of direct contact between Buddhism and Islam.
The Ghaznavid palace at the capital, as well as the summer palace of Lashkar-i Bazar, were richly decorated. Little remains of Ghazna is the move into the omnipresence of the divine that all Sufis strive for; this is ultimately an abandonment of the self that has been compared to the Buddhist concept of nirvana. Wahdat al-wujud or "unity of being" is a related concept that also connotes a merging of the self with the divine. Ghazni, 1957 , " East and West. 10 (1959 palace's architectural marble paralleled Central Asian Buddhist donor portraits in the arrangement and dress of the figures. 25 The marble carvings of the palace also included vine scrolls, epigraphic registers, narrative scenes such as a horse and rider, and zoomorphic imagery including elephants and lions. French archaeologist A. Godard believed that the use of marble was introduced from India, 26 but his counterparts in the Italian Archaeological Mission felt that the Muslim Abbasid Empire's (750-1258) use of architectural marble was an equally viable and more local influence, coupled with the presence of a marble quarry near Ghazna. 27 This dialogue highlights an important issue that must be considered when looking at the history of Islamic art and culture in Central Asian locales. At the time of the Ghaznavid construction projects, Buddhist concepts and motifs were not being introduced, but rather re-introduced. While an influx of Buddhist and Hindu spolia and even craftspeople were arriving in Afghanistan in the 11 th and 12 th Centuries CE, similar ideas and forms had been part of the local artistic environment since the earliest Buddhist expansions of the 6 th and 5 th Centuries BCE. The congregational mosque of Ghazna was legendarily splendid; it was likely built, at least in part, with Indian labour as well Indian spolia and materials. The Kitab-i Yamini, the memoirs of Mahmud of Ghazna, describes the materials for what must have been a very impressive building, including those brought from India:
And they brought trees from Hind and Sind, and used these trees in the said works, for strongly constructing all belonging thereto … And they brought from distant places mighty stones (marble) square and hexagonal, all shining (and polished) … and they worked it exquisitely, with various hues and colours, like the plains of the garden of spring full of enamelled (flowers) so that the eye became dim and the intellect confused in contemplating it. The description of the construction of the mosque explains how spoils taken from India were used to decorate the architecture. It is apparent that gold and statuary were employed, as "they crushed the body-like idols and corporeal images, and fastened them into the doors and walls… So great was the splendour, gilding, decoration and colouring of this mosque that everyone who saw it took the finger of wonder into his mouth. "
29 It is interesting to note that they were used in such a manner at the mosque, flattened lest they be mistaken for idols, but none-the-less recognisable to the chronicler. This distinction between venerated objects and decorative spolial figures symbolising victory was nominally achieved by the Ghaznavids who were "fastening them into the doors and walls" of the mosque.
Buddhist tradition and practice is based around teachings and sutra texts. The larger monastic foundations developed universities, attracting students from around the Buddhist world to study at a central location. Islam also emphasizes texts and formal education, and in the early 1000s, a new, purpose-built educational establishment known as the medrese was established and supported by the Seljuks of Persia, a competitor state of the Ghaznavids.
30 Students lived and studied in rectangular buildings with a simple floor plan of outer walls lined with cells surrounding an inner courtyard. Baghdad, Nishapur, Amul, Mosul, Damascus, Jazirat Ibn `Umar, Marv and Basra each had such an early medrese. 31 The Ghaznavid cities of Herat, Balkh and Ghazna, in close contact with early forms of Buddhism and the contemporary teaching centres of northern India, were also early medrese sites. While there were internal factors in the Islamic lands that may have been the impetus for the evolution of medreses, it is interesting to consider the ways in which an institution like Nalanda may have inspired these projects.
32
The formal resemblances between Buddhist and Islamic architectural structures may derive from Ghaznavid imports of both materials and workers from India. Qadi Ibn az-Zubayr, working in the service of the Fatimid Caliph in Egypt, wrote of his ambassadorial mission to the Ghaznavid court in the late 10 th or early 11 th Century, stating "When I approached the town where the Sultan was, I encountered a vast body of his troops … [there] were Indian troops whose number, I was told, was 30,000. " 33 Alongside the military figures came trained craftspeople, such as masons and carvers. The rulers of these states expressed their admiration for India's rich architectural traditions. Mahmud of Ghazna is said to have praised "the stability and splendour" of the northern Indian city of Mathura's buildings in correspondence with one of his governors. 34 When Islamic powers began to establish themselves in India, they preferred to use skilled locals rather than bringing builders from Ghazna. Near Eastern architectural details reveal clues that indicate the presence of Buddhist construction crews. The Buddhist chakra symbol of the wheel and the triratna trident were identified on a mosque in Baghdad, the capital of the Abbasid state to which the Ghaznavids once paid allegiance; the kumbha or kalasha water pot form is still seen today on Persianate 
Kamul of Turfan
In 1419, Shah Rukh, the Timurid ruler of Muslim Central Asia, sent an ambassadorial expedition to the Chinese court. Envoy Ghaiassuddin Nakkash, "The Painter, " was instructed to keep notes on all they encountered. He recounted that they proceeded to "Turfan where the people were mostly Buddhists, and had a great temple with a figure of Sakya Muni. "
36 After a few more days' march, the party "reached the town of Atasufi, " then "Kamul, where they found a magnificent mosque and convent of Dervishes [Sufis] in juxtaposition with a fine Buddhist temple. " 37 Another translation records that "Amir Fakhar al-Din had built a high, very costly and ornamented mosque, but near it the polytheists had constructed a large and a small temple with wonderful pictures. " 38 The envoy remarks that the temple gate had a pair of guardian figures that looked like "two demons preparing to fly at one another. " With these brief but tantalising observations, the party set off again, proceeding through the Great Desert. It is essentially a statement that a mosque and Sufi lodge sat side-byside with Buddhist temples and a surrounding monastery.
39 Paired together in early 15 th -century Kamul, a frontier town on one of the main Silk Road routes between western Asia and China at the edge of the Great Desert, the two communities would have had interaction based on proximity. Perhaps there was a more intentional exchange 35 Unfortunately, I was not able to locate the specific Abbasid mosque in Baghdad to verify this imagery. See Havell, Indian Architecture. Vol. 99, fig.  23 , for the reference. In both the Afghan and Indian contexts, the sources are scarce, and the damage of time and war is extensive. 36 An alternate translation reads: "They found that in that country most of the inhabitants were polytheists, and had large idol-houses, in the halls whereof they kept a tall idol. " Henry Yule, trans., ed. "The Embassy Sent by Shah Rukh to the Court of China, " Cathay and the Way Thither. Volume I. (Taipei: Ch' eng-Wen Publishing Company, 1966), 272, fn. 1. 37 In Turkish, the prefix "Ata" is an honourific, meaning "father" or "ancestor. " The name of this site may refer to a "Father Sufi. " For the text, see Yule, [272] [273] 273, fn. 1. 39 It is logical to assume that this was a Sufi establishment, based on the role of Sufis as the main transmitters of Islam to outlying regions. For more on the spread of Sufism, see Trimingham. of ideas as well.
Kamul's khanqah-monastery pairing is no longer extant, and to trace the buildings through the archaeological record is challenging. 
Conclusion
Islam and Buddhism intersected with each other in northern India and Central Asia through philosophy, text and teachings, practice, and architectural and decorative forms. Buddhist-Muslim interactions were sometimes direct, beginning as early as the 7 th Century and lasting until the 12 th , and indirect, through surviving visual arts and local traditions. Historical factors such as war, empire building and the establishment of educational infrastructure have simultaneously been the impetus for interaction and driven the two traditions to counter purposes. The question of Buddhist resonances with and impact upon Islam examined through an architectural perspective necessarily encompasses chronicles, archaeological findings, and architectural descriptions in texts. This combination of approaches emphasizes the lacunae in all areas of evidence, but also shows the way towards further exploration of the topic.
Ephemeral spaces can only be imagined when we regard them from a distance of one thousand, or, in the case of the Buddhist examples, two thousand years -smaller darghas and sanghas made from organic materials rarely remain as part of the architectural record, meaning they are also often not part of the scholarly record. There was very little direct contact between settled Islamic society and Buddhist monastic complexes. The site in Kamul, about which we know so little, is a rare exception. The intermediary traditions of Hinduism and Manichaeism have a bridging effect but bring up a new set of questions and research concerns. Many sites, including Nalanda, and the cities of Baghdad, Ghazna, and Chisht were destroyed, leaving scattered remains. The archaeological work that has been conducted has not been fully published, leaving this material inaccessible.
Ultimately, the success of any kind of inter-faith or interphilosophical study rests on the creative problem solving abilities of the researchers, and it is a rare person who might master the nuances of both Islam and Buddhism. For this reason, it is imperative that we seek out collaborative relationships with our colleagues to combine our knowledge for a better and more complete understanding of historical events and their impact. Buddhism and Buddhist monasticism was surely a factor in the development of organized Sufism in northern India and Central Asia. To state this does not detract from the internal development of Islamic culture or ignore the destructive nature of many Buddhist-Muslim encounters in the 11 th and 12 th Centuries. It does, however, imply that particular visual and philosophical elements of Buddhism continued in an Islamicised form following the end of some of the great Buddhist monasteries.
